
Contains 157.5g of organic herbal tea.

Our Energy Tea blend is a gangbuster mix of
ingredients designed to pop that spring back
into your step.  Think of it as the best alternative
to an energy drink without the horrible toxic effects. 
Energy drinks come with some pretty hefty warning
 for a reason.  Relying on 8 cups of coffee to give 
you an energy kick just won’t do – not to mention
the crash that comes with the aftermath.

Fact sheet

Why Energy Tea?

Certainly is!

Is it unisex?

A helpful blog we’ve written which may be of relevance to you is:

“The mid afternoon slump and how to avoid it”.

We don’t advocate for pushing your body to the limit,
however sometimes in life we can’t help but go through
periods where we need a little more support.  Our Energy
Tea will help ease away the effects of stress and fatigue
and see you back into your sweet groove again. Ensuring
the digestive system is functioning effectively is vital to
creating energy too. For a quick digestive overhaul, try
our 14 day TinyTeatox to get your body back on track.

Want more info?

Our tip to you;

There are several essential elements in Energy Tea
that allow it to re-vitalize your body like a cheerleader
at your favorite football match.  Straight up, ginseng,
both the flowers and root are known as powerful
energy boosters.  But did you actually know that
these busting beauties are actually ‘adaptagens’
meaning that they ‘adapt’ to exactly what your body
needs.  Genius!  If things are a little on the low and
sluggish, adaptgens get in there and shake things up
and equally if you’re firing on overdrive (in a not so
good way) they help to calm things back down to the
land of the living.  This is great news for your hormones!

 There are some other key ingredients that give
your body a good energy kick.  Those such as lemon,
orange peel and a little mint all help to vitalize and
awaken the senses.  You in turn feel lighter, brighter
and best of all cleaner.  The feeling you get after a
good workout – where the endorphins are flowing
and your mindset is clear – these are some of the
benefits in including such ingredients.  Of course
these also help to cleanse the body which helps
to also feel less foggy and get plans into action. 
A clear mind can achieve four times as much as
a clouded one can.

Du Zhong is another clever ingredient in this blend
which is useful to help sooth out sore, tired bodies
that have bared the brunt off too many late nights
and not enough self care.  It helps the body spring
back from fatigue, warms things up to treat aches
and pains because of its naturally mild anti inflammatory
benefits. We cover every corner of your body with
Energy Tea.
 

We tie this blend together with green tea.  Green tea,
alongsidephoenix tail fern (another awesome ingredient)
are both jam packed full of antioxidants.  Antioxidants are
the little gems that help the body to rejuvenate and quickly
recover from stress – be it free radicals in our environment
which can lead to aging or the act of stressing on an
emotional level, say from rushing to meet a deadline or
having a stressful conversation with a work colleague.
The body doesn’t forget – it needs assistance in recovery
and the way it does this is relying on you to eat and drink
the right things to feed it so it can rapidly recover.  Ingredients explained…
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We let our ambassador Nat Kringoudis, Doctor of Chinese medicine -
explain how our teas behave within the body. Bearing in mind, each body is
different therefore no one blanket rule applies for how you may experience our blends.
One thing is for certain though, your body will thank you for the extra special attention!
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